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On a foundational triad
of plinths

By John W. Ragsdale

TMTERSALL, in this issue, urges that we proceed along
previously-established lines of two intertwining themes,
introduced by him last time (in Eco-logos No. 91) as

matters-of-concept that for him continue to be intensely
provocative! The first of these involves Theodore Roszak's
latest book, Person/Planet. The second is excitingly irradi
ated by Holography, this being the "extraordinary new
technique of lensless photography by way of which images
can be made to appear objectively 'real in three dimensions',
and essentially on the basis of which such—preeminently—
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International-language
pioneers in America

By Bernard Golden

CRITICS ofthe Esperanto movement, both within the
ranks and from without, haveoften accused it of be
ing essentiallyEurope-centered. From timeto time

concerted efforts have been made to disseminate Esperanto
outside of Europe and to organize movements among non-
European Esperantists on the continents ofAsia, Africa and
America. One ofthe ways in which this has been done in the
past has been by means oflecture-trips undertaken by globe
trotting European Esperantists who sought to contact
educators, scientists and influential politicians in distant
lands andinform them oftheexistence ofEsperanto and of its
advantages as a medium of international communication.

Esperanto beyond the borders of Europe

Interest in Esperanto beyond the confines of Europe has
been awakened also by the organization ofsome ofthe annual

Continued on page I-
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On a foundational triad

Continuedfrom page 1

as neuioscicntist Karl Pribrim and theoretical physicist
David Bohm currently are formulating luminous millenary
concepts that already may be lighting the way for some who
seek to discover cracks in the Cosmic Egg!

However, substructtirally prior to such thematic continu
ance, let us first take a ledintegrative Icxik at the essential
infrastructure of Eco-logos—as aggregately implied in the
vertical arrangement ofdepartmental rubrics shown on the
foregoing page, giving them all together somewhat the
foundational appearance of a tiiadic stacking of columnar
plinths.

Tattersall (speaks)' Ragsdale, I'm interrupting at this point,
no doubt in advance of proper cue, before any more
impacted .single-sentence paragraphs like the one immedi
ately preceding can putreaders—particularly such asmay be
aboard, so far. for their initial trip—off before we've really-
gotten under was! After all, these are my lines—as you've
been graciousenough to allow at the outset—and / want to
keep as many on bo.ud until us as possible forthe duration of
the journey Rubrics, tiiadic, and columnar plinths, alone,
coming on so close together could be quite enough to
discourage a good many newcomers, and with redintegrative
having just previously been put on with them, I can well
suppose that already there may be general uneasiness and
inclination to jump train, even perhaps among inured—and
conceivablyby this tune lather indulgent—old-timers aboard
in the "smoking permitted" section!

Ragsdale. but, Tattersall', precisely in the matter of
•redintegrative', I must insist vindicatonly and philologically
—even, indeed, philotophicatlyl—that right there is an
example of thoiouglik-deliberated word usage that should
be entiiek acceptable to you, the Publisher, who has again
for this ye.u . 1979.tleeieed that the average ofpages over the
four quaiteily issues of Eco-logos, scheduled during the
period, shall not exceed the number of sixteen! In such
regard—really!—there is rather a remarkable economy of
diction and cxpiession to be noted in my choice of the word
redintegrative Just listen to this- Webster tells us that
'redintegrative' is, of course, to be understood as signifying
"of or relating to icdintegration". Then immediately
preceding such appropriately-sequential adjectival defini-
ion, in Webster's Third S'ew International Dictionary
(Unabridged), 'redintegration'—in logically and lexico
graphically-proper antecedent substantive position—is de
fined thus "1 archaic: restoration to a former state. 2a:
revival of the wholeofa previous mental state when a phase
of it recurs. b. arousal of any response by a part of the
complev of stimuli that originally aroused that response"!

Please note--—and peradventure applaud!—what veritable
savings, in preparation of copy, setting of type, paginal
makeup, paper-surface measure, press time, and printer's
ink. I have accomplished for you, thus, by way of such
deliberate and apposite choice of a single word in place of
several dozen, conveying all, at least, of the significations the
dictionary indicates are inherent in the latter! Moreover, a
reader has but to take in 'redintegrative' by simple optical
grasp ofa meie five syllables, experience a flash ofneural
transmission, know a palimpsest moment or two of ceiebral
registry andinner-eye scrutiny, andsubsequently assimilate
and relish—swiftly or protractedly to whatever desired
extent, according to individual capacity, taste, and momen
tarydisposition—a range andwealth ofsemantic denotations
and connotations even quite surpassing, perhaps, such
possibilities as are indicated by Webster's Third''

Tattersall: The only stipulation in such scenario of any real
consequence being, of course, that the reader have some
sufficient previous working notion of what the word
'redintegrative' more or less may mean!

Ragsdale: But again, Tattersall! Consider the opportunities
for Serendipity should the reader have no previous notion,
whatsoever, of the meaning(s) of the word! He/she, then,
must have recourse to the dictionary; let us suppose that it
could be Webster's Third. In the process of locating
'redintegrative'—which weknow to be there onpage 1903 of
our own 1971 printing of that esteemed work—he/she will
discover simply in the immediate two-page-sprcacl vicinity
of that term, the prime definitional objective, such
additional, serendipitous dandies as: red eft—"a brick red
terrestrial form ofa common North American newt (Tri turns
viridescensf; redemptrix—"a female redeemer"; redeye
("any ofseveral fishes with moreor lessreddisheyes"), to be
thoughtfully differentiated from red-eye, declared to have
significances as follows: "1: cheap whiskey, la: Red-eyed
Vireo. b. a large black Australian cicada (Psaltoda
moerens)".

I would like also to call attention to the following, present
on pp. 1902 and 1903 of Webster's Third, and inviting
serendipitous discovery, viz.: redhibition, a term in civil
law, meaning "an annulment of the sale of an article and
return of it to the seller because of some material defect',
redingote—"a fitted outer garment, as a(I): a double-
breasted coat with wide flat cuffs and collar worn by men in
the 18thcentury. (2): a late 19th century chesterfield. /;(1): a
woman's lightweight coat usually cut in princess style,
belted, and openat the front to showthe skirt of the dress.
(2): a coatdress with a front gore ofa contrasting material",
redisseisin or redissaizin—"a disseisin by one previously
adjudged to have disseised the same person of the same
estate"; redivivus—"brought back to life, living again,
reborn ..."

Tattersall. Enough! Again, I mustinterrupt—indeed]—lest
mere mention of'reborn' trigger animadversions concerning
top-executive performance in the light of tenets and

Continued on page 8

ECOLOGY, GROWTH AND LAW: Chapter One, com
mencing across page, is the first installment of 332 pages of
typewritten manuscript, the entiretyofwhich will bepresented
in successive issues of Eco-logos. Previously, the author has
submittedthis thesis in partialfulfillment of requirements for
the S.J.D. degree at Northwestern University School of Law.
TheEditor ofEco-logos feels honored ingiving thissignificant
work its initial publication.
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Ecology, growth and law

Continued from page 7

efficiency, has promoted a pervasive specialization that
shatters holistic views, and makes systems rigid and difficult
to reform.

Schumacher persuasively asserts that the real issues of
life—politics, philosophy, ethics, economics and law, among
others—are divergent. The more one studies the situation,
the more the answers seem to diverge and resist final
solutions.54 These, then, are not convergent problems to be
finally and scientifically solved; rather, they pose issues that
must be grappled with continuously—and, it is to be hoped,
wisely.55 Alan McLashan echoes these points, saying that
reality is an open-ended paradox, and this, far from being
deplorable, is something to be relished. The paradox of
divergence provides us with choice, energy and mystery,
whereas the finalanswers sought by the reductionists would
strangle us.56

This paper accepts both divergence and paradox and
seeks, for the most part, to discern principles and
concepts—as opposed to what Ronald Dworkin calls specific
conceptions.57 Concepts and principles of law, politics and
the environment can ideally provide meaningful, yet
flexible, tools for use in the evolvingprocesses of society.58
Such concepts and principles may aid in understanding the

-^~

On a foundational triad

Continuedfrom page 2

practices implicit in Southern Baptism! Furthermore, it
occurs to me you may be intending to cite additional
serendipitous examples spotted along the way toward
arriving at pages 1902and 3, whether commencing at points
in the lexicon beforeor after! Possibly, also, you mayhave in
mind similar exeursory divertissement that well could be
inspired by 'rubrics', 'triadic', and/or 'columnar plinths'!
Withal to me regrettably, and though undoubtedly it will
strike you, the Editor, as curmudgeonly on my part,
nevertheless I—properly cognizant of my role as stringently
budget-conscious Publisher of Eco-logos—must firmly at
this point call a halt to such extravaganza!

Ragsdale: Actually, Tattersall, I am grateful to you! I'm now
quite aware that, indeed, I was permitting myself to yaw
considerably offa course that, truly, I intend to pursue, ard
forthwith shall resume. Summarily, then, it's like this: By
arranging our departmental 'rubrics' (or, so to speak, column
headings) vertically—that is, columnarly—immediately
above or below each other, as I have done on page one,
suggesting three ('triadic') plinths (which is to say squared
column bases) stacked atop one another as foundational
members, I meantostructurea deviceforimplementingtwo
prime editorial intentions. First, by such means, I intend to
present somewhat of a tableau implying, concentratively,
the historical stagesofEco-logos. At the same time, by such
means, I am confident we shall enjoy a redintegrative
experience that will stimulatingly and sustenatively perdure
throughout the duration—at least]—of doing this very-
particularly-special foundational piece for Eco-logos No. 91!
Let's take a good retrospective look, for example, at "The
BIOPHILISTConcept"plinth, at the top ofthe columnarly-

background of history, politics, economics and law that have
led to the present. Embodied in a legal philosophy of the
land, they can help maintain the environmental steps taken
so far, promote the societal embracement of equilibrium,
and provide a reference point59 for both initial, small-scale
experiments, and a subsequent national system. •

"Schumacher notes, for example, that inthe heart of problems
of life are fundamental, linked opposites like growth and decay,
and freedom and order. These opposites, divergent yet insepar
able, cannot be solved. They can only be wrestled with,
temporarily reconciled, and ultimately, transcended with wisdom
E. Schumacher, A GUIDE FOR THE PERPLEXED, 125 (1977)

55E. Schumacher, SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL, 98 (1973).
56A. McLashan, GRAVITY AND LEVITY, 11-12 (1976).
57R. Dworkin, TAKING RIGHTS SERIOUSLY, 147 (1978).
5eLaurence Tribe feels that a new foundation for environmental

law requires in part a sanctification of the evolving process of
interactionand change. Hestates that "the way of acting to which
we commit ourselves must therefore be a process valued in large
part for its intrinsic qualities rather than its likely results." Tribe,
"Ways not to Think About Plastic Trees. New Foundations for
Environmental Law," 83, Yale L.J. 1315, 1339 (1974).

59Philosophy can act as a mirror or guide for the ongoing
process of law creation. John Fowles wrote, "Utram bibis?
Aquam an undum?" "Which are you drinking? The water or the
wave?... We alldrinkboth. But... the question should always be
asked. It is not a precept. Buta mirror." THEMAGUS,183(1965).

stacked order, and I'm quite certain we shall be stimulated
and sustained in experiencing quite something ofa "revival
of the whole of a previous mental state when a phase of it
recurs", andeven, indeed, "arousal ofanyresponsebya part
of the complex of stimuli that originally aroused that
response"!

In historical regard, as you no doubt remember, slightly
more than fourteen years agrj—late in February of 1965, to
be rather precise, we launched Biophilist magazine. Our
title, 'Biophilist'—we acknowledged forthwith at the out
set—was inspired by, and derived by extension from, a
statement of Erich Fromm's, to wit: "There is an orientation
which we may call love of life (biophilia); it is the normal
orientation among healthy persons. But there is also to be
found in others a deep attraction to death which I call
necrophilia". Moreover, we declared 'Biophilist' further to
be an extension of our own somewhat neologistic concept-
term, 'Biophihsm', which we stated was sprung from a
"tensive polarity" between numerously varied factors and
attributes, respectively, of Biophilia and Necrophilia.

Fromm says in his book The Heart of Man: "Strangely
enough, necrophilia as a general orientation has never been
described in the psychoanalytic literature, although it is
related to Freud's . . . death instinct." He saysfurther: "The
person with the necrophilous orientation is one who is
attracted to and fascinated by all that is not alive . . . (who)
loves all that does not grow, all that is mechanical. The
necrophilous person is driven by the desire to transform the
organic intothe inorganic, toapproach lifemechanically, asif
all living persons were things. ... He loves control, and in
the act ofcontrolling he kills life. He is deeply afraid oflife,
because it isdisorderly anduncontrollable byitsverynature.
... He is essentially oriented to the past, not to the future
which he hates and is afraidof. Related to this is his craving
for certainty. But life is never certain, never predictable,
never controllable; in order to make life controllable it must
be transformed into death; death, indeed, is the only

<g>
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certainty in life".
On the other (polar) hand, Fromm says: "The opposite of

the necrophilous orientation is the biophilous; its essence is
love of life in contrast to love of death. Like necrophilia,
biophilia is not constituted by a single trait, but represents a
total orientation, an entire way of being. . . . The person who
fully loves life is attracted by the process of life and growth in
all spheres. He prefers to construct rather than to retain. He
is capable ofwondering, and he prefers to see something new
to the security of finding confirmation of the old. He loves
the adventure of living more than he does certainty. His
approach to life isfunctional rather than mechanical. He sees
the whole rather than only the parts, structures rather than
summations. He wants to mold and to influence by love,
reason, by his example; not by force, by cutting things apart,
by the bureaucratic manner of administering people as if
they were things. ..."

Tattersall: You must allow me once again to interrupt with a
summary statement. AsI get it, a person certifiable by you as
a 'Biophilist' is one who affirmatively, indeed all-out
zestfully, espouses and practices Biophilism, which is to be
understood in positive terms—such as those just indicated
by your quotings from The Heart of Man—oppositively
outlined figuratively against a background of'necrophilous'
negativity, which also you have just now adumbrated by
quoting words of Erich Fromm.

Ragsdale: Precisely, Tattersall! And I (we)—from such
tensive 'polar-continuum' beginnings—proceeded in the
freshly created character of the Biophilist to draw in H. D.
Thoreau conceptually, quoting thus from Wolden: ". . .1
wished to live deliberately, to front only the essential facts of
life, and see if I could not learn what it had to teach, and not,
when I came to die, discover that I had not lived. I did not
wish to live what was not life, living is so dear; nor did I wish
to practice resignation ... I wanted to live deep and suck all
the marrow of life, to live so sturdily and Spartan-like as to
put to rout all that was not life, to cut a broad swath and shave
close . . . Simplify, simplify"!

We did not, however, misconceive the injunction
"Simplify, simplify" to be a call for withdrawal from
civilizational complexity and involvement, into any sort of
world-forsaking simplicism. On the contrary, and quite
percipiently it seems to me now looking back to 1965, rather
than falling gull to any of the lures of over-simplification
proffered at the time, we chose to look toward more clearly
understanding and effectually addressing the ever more-
and-greater near-and-far, for the most part worldwide,
complexities and critical circumstances—about which we
were more and more becoming acutely aware and con-
erned—in a mood and spirit of determination to sharpen,
broaden, deepen, and heighten our powers of attention,
analysis, comprehension, and assimilation. In such respects,
we quoted Buckminster Fuller, who at the time was urging
that architects be emulated as ". . . professional comprehen-
sivists, for they try to put things together while the vast
majority, the specialists, have been concentrating on taking
things apart".

From then on, over the years, we have come to appreicate
Bucky Fuller's as one of the earliest known-to-us approaches
to complexityand crisisthat canwith certainty be recognized
as 'holistic'—concentrating on "the whole rather than only
the parts, structures rather than summations'; as oppositive
to the 'atomistic', or dissectively analytic and reductionistic
approach, which can be seen to imply an orientation rather
more necrophilous than biophilic. Bucky Fuller, also, was
among the earliest in enabling our sufficient comprehension
of the fearsome universal implications of ultimate 'heat-
death'—and/or terminally-maximized, totally-overall chaos

(disorder) throughout the Universe—said to be lurking in
the unremitting and irreversible process of Entropy, in
accordance with the Second Law of Thermodynamics.
Bucky was among the first, too, in getting us effectually
underway toward our own salutary formulations and
applications of'anti-', 'neg-', or—as we ourselves prefer to
designate them—'counter-entropic concepts, delineations,
and methodological techniques, principally in respect of
psychological considerations.

Bucky Fuller, moreover, had much to do with pointing us
toward Von Bertalanffy's General System Theory and Alfred
Korzybski's General Semantics, the latter being for us most
notably explicated and communicated by S. I. Hayakawa and
Elwood Murray. In turn—and specifically in the area of
better and broader, indeed'worldwide', communication—it
was Elwood Murray who first put us in touch with Floyd and
Evelyn Hardin and their International Language Review.

Interties of interdependence

More and more it had been coming to seem to us, as Editor
and Publisher of Biophilist magazine, that our increasing
concern with regard to nearby as well as farther-off
environmental and/or ecological problems—which appeared
to us to be coming rapidly to critical, if not potentially
catastrophic head on an internationally-overall and essenti
ally interdependent round-the-world basis—was very closely
intertied with our growing preoccupation regarding bettered
and broadened intercommunication among all human beings
around the globe. Consequently—although we had not even
the slightest nodding acquaintance with any aspect of the so-
called "International-language 'movement" nor, to much
real working extent, familiarity with any of the numerous
'natural' tongues other than English (such as French,
Russian, Swahili, Pushtu, etc.) nor, furthermore, any
conversance whatsoever regarding 'artificial' or 'constructed'
languages (such as Esperanto, Interlingua, Ido, Volapiik,
Loglan, etc.) that were being proffered for international
'interlinguistic' purposes by various individuals and organi
zations, with varying degrees of partisan dedication and
promotional zeal—the general idea of one single 'interna
tional' or 'second' language, to be taught to all the children of
the worldinadditionto their own nativetongues (thishaving
been the long-cherished dream of the late Mario Pei),
seemed to us quite worthy of serious consideration, and even
of our editorial and perhaps otherwise-activist fostering
toward generally expanded and intensified efforts, looking to
functional improvement, effectively-increased public aware
ness, and significant curricular adoption in schools all around
the globe.

Tattersall: And so, historically, it came to pass that
Biophilist magazine and the Hardins' International Lan
guage Review were combined, and together incorporated,
into a new publication under the title of International
Language Reporter, with the first issue thereof coming off
the presses and into the world late during the first quarter of
1969.

Ragsdale: Quite keenly recollective of you, Tattersall! And
you will no doubt recall, as well, that we continued
publishing under such title for exactly two years. During
that period we gained considerable knowledge and some
insight, not only regarding the past, present, and, it must be
recognized, rather nebulous future of the 'international-
language movement', but alsowith regard to its instigators,
perpetuators, and not-inconsiderable derogators over the
years. Undoubtedly one of the most memorable and
enjoyable human contacts we were privileged to experience

Continued on page 10
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On a foundational triad

Continuedfrom page 9

during this time was that with Dr. Alexander Gode, whose
name is preeminently and forevermore to be associated with
the founding and promulgating of the 'constructed' language
Interlingua. Accordingly, it is a very great pleasure, once
again, to be able to quote in full the following lapidary little
essay written especially by Dr. Gode for the third issue of
International Language Reporter:

Nature is wasteful, and history is nature in progress.
Interlinguistic history has consumed an enormous
amount of humane energy. It's all down the drain. It's
enough to make one weep.

I am thinking specificallyof the eschatological myth
of the future Golden Age when men will again speak
one language as they did before Babel.

There is grandeur in such myths. Without them
little would distinguish us from the other animals but
our greater skill in cruelty. But is there a law that we
must take our myths thoughtlessly. I for one think not.

In De vulgare eloquentia Dante recounts the events
at Babel: And the carpenters began thinking and
speaking as carpenters, and the bricklayers no longer
understood them. And the bricklayers began thinking
and speaking as bricklayers, and the teamsters no
longer understood them. . . . Andthrough the ensuing
confusion the work begun as a shared venture was
disrupted.

This profound interpretation of the confusion of
tongues has been gathering dust on our library shelves
for a half thousand years and more, and we still insist
that the parallel existence of English and Chinese and
Botocudo and Tagalog is a curse instead of paraphras
ing Dante in terms like these: And the New Left
began to think and speak as New-Lefters, and the

Ocean City, Maryland

A boy's white kite rises
as I, his elder,
wait-watch on the strand.

Earlier today, I had
built ramparts for him
to protect his thrusting castle
with bristling turrets,
barnacled arches, a drawbridge,
shell windows, the thickest sand walls.
But the tide arrives now,
pressing inland, a hissing reaper.
Waves' Watch out!

The ramparts crumble
as the boy runs off toward manhood
glistening on the horizon
where his kite rises still.
Youth soars while an elder
struggles to survive.
Life's tides dissolve our castles
until, in the end,
we, ourselves,
disappear.

Curtis W. Casewit, author of the poem above, teaches at the
U. of Colo in Denver In addition to poetry, he has written
numerous books and articles on a vast variety of subjects and
has been a friend of the Editor of Eco-logos for 30 years.

McCarthyites no longer understood them. And the
Blacksbegan to think and speak Black,and the Jews no
longer understood them . . .

If men's longing for better understanding among
carpenters and New-Lefters (and also Chinese and
Americans) is a dream, I am a dreamer, too. But when
I describe that dream by saying,"And men shallagain
speak the same language", I know that "language"
here cannot mean a system of communication such as
Esperanto but stands metaphorically for something
much more intrinsic. (The foregoing Italics are those
of the Ed.)

Has there ever been understanding between you
and a horse or even a flower? If so, you know what I
mean. If not, you don't. And neither Esperanto nore
Interlingua can bridge the abyss between us.

Essentially, a determination to seek—in Dr. Gode's
prescient words— ". . . something much more intrinsic" led
to the transformation of International Language Reporter,
after a few more issues, into Eco-logos, subtitled "A
magazine of ONE-WORLD ENVIRONMENT Concepts."

Now, Tattersall, I think it likely you will also readily recall
that—coincident with the appearance of Alexander Gode's
essay in ILR for the 3rd quarter, 1969—you were cited in the
same issue as believing that a salutary "new dynamic" was in
the process of formation and generative development, and
that it was steadily gathering, and commencing to display,
effectual planetary strength. It was reported that you
described this force as a

. . . new humanist spirit of Ecology, the latter term
being operatively definable as "that branch of biology
which deals with the mutual relations between
organisms and their environment". New humanist
aspects in this are those by which man recognizes
himself as an organism universally, comprehensively,
and inescapably inderdependent with all other
organisms—animal, plant, and submicroscopic—with
in a total environment in which he must function
intrinsically as an inextricable part of the whole. He
must do this in self-recognitive symbiosis, that is in a
viable spirit of "living together more or less insepar
ably with other dissimilar organisms". He must do this
in a spirit also of synergism, which is the "co-operative
action of discrete agencies such that the total effect is
greater than the sum of effects taken independently".

Your vaticinations in that issue of International Language
Reporter, Tattersall, were concluded in this way: "The rising
new dynamism of Christianity found Latin (asan 'interlang-
uage'—Ed.) already existing and available, and mounted
with and through it to transcending new levels of human
communication. Likewise, I believe, the rising new
dynamism of humanist Ecology will discover its own
available and viable universal medium (of communication,
that is, with the Editor and Publisher looking at that time
toward the possibility of some more-or-less conventional
then-current profferingofan 'international language'consti
tuting a likelyfactor in medial prospects—this here-and-now
intercalation being presently supplied by the Ed.) and with
it and through it similarly achieve salutary transcendence
throughout this beleaguered planet".

Alexander Gode's last words for International Language
Reporter were these:

The existing international languageis ofcourse the
international scientific vocabulary. . . . The effective
ness of English as an international language is largely
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due to the fact that it embodies the international
scientific vocabulary to a larger extent and with less
modification than any of its potential competitors.

Ergo: The question the future will answer is
whether the international scientific vocabulary will
perform its function as an international language in the
guise ofEnglish or in a more schematized version such
as Interlingua or a strongly interlinguized form of
Esperanto (and all the rest is leather and prunella).

The last words of the Editor of International Language
Reporter—on the occasion of that publication's final
appearance as an entity under such title—were as follows:

So that it may be untainted by aroma of leather and
prunella, and possiblythe odor ofsanctityas well, this
publication henceforth willappear under the title and
slogan embannered below (which were, of course,
Eco-logos: "A magazine of ONE-WORLD ENVI
RONMENT Concepts"). The world 'language' we
need—involving that essential "something much
more intrinsic"—is bound to arise, I believe, in
"functional interdependence" (this, too, is concept-
terminology of Alexander Gode's—Ed.) between
dynamics of the presently emergent worldwide
Ecological (or Environmental) consciousness, and the
scientific concepts and instrumentalities that are to be
applied in its salutary furtherance. From now on this
publication will concentrate on reporting, and en
deavoring to promote, that planetary life-sustaining
process!

Although International Language Reporter did not,
following the fourth quarter of 1970, survive as an entity, it
was perpetuated thereafter to the extent that the next issue
of this continuing publication—appearing for the first time
near the end of the first quarter, 1971, under the new title of
Eco-logos—included in its format a major department under
rubric of "The International LANGUAGE Concept". And,
following that, for 28 subsequent issues this departmental
heading remained unchanged save for the addition of
parentheses enclosing (International), thus. An explanatory
statement, along such lines as follow, appeared in most of
those subsequent issues:

Editors of Eco-logos consider the acceleratingly
critical ecologic situation, worldwide, more and more
may spur general recognition ofneed for some kind of
auxiliary ONE-WORLD Language. Mario Pei's
vision of"a second language to be taught to all children
of the world in addition to their native tongues"

continues to shine as worthy ideal. Likewise, Dr. Pei's
expectation that eventually the United Nations may
coalesce into a global organization demonstrating true
solidarity—sufficient for showing itself capable of
establishing such a "second language" in the curricula
ofall the schools ofthe world—continues to seem to us
a hope eminently worthy of being sustained and of
being, by some appropriate means, actualized.

Moreover, because we shall persist in believing that
something like 'supra-national' eventually will prove
more conducively in keeping than 'inter-national'
with the essential character of a global organization
able to demonstrate such a capability, we shall
continue thus to parenthesize the collective adjective
used in this departmental heading: "The (Internation
al) LANGUAGE Concept".

However, in Eco-logosfor the second quarter of 1978, the
Editor arrived—at last—at "a definitional resolution ofsorts"
and declared: "... now seems the time to dispense entirely
with 'international' in the heading and in its place affirm the
'One-World' concept. In such way it is hoped we shall be
serving additively to some extent in a continuing movement
toward 'supra-nationality'—in respect both of salutary
coalescence toward solidarity in the UN and effectual
recognition of need for a worldwide interlanguage".

Tattersall: So now—looking back to page one of this issue of
Eco-logos, for the second quarter of 1979—we see the
departmental rubrics for LANGUAGE and NEIGHBOR
HOOD both affirming the 'One-World' concept". So—then
—now I ask: what about 'The BIOPHILIST Concept"? Is not
'One-World' affirmation to be considered appropriate, too,
in this departmental connection? It would appear you have
set the 'Biophilist' rubric as capstone atop the triadically-
stacked order of foundational plinths. Are there 'value'
connotations to be discerned in this? Are the two that appear
to be 'lower' in the order of arrangement perhaps to be
considered as somehow axiologically subordinate to the one
on top?

Ragsdale: Actually, Tattersall, I considered the 'Biophilist'
rubric for top position originally with regard simply to
chronological—or 'historical'—priority, Biophilist magazine
having seen light, first, in 1965. Then came International
LanguageReporter in 1969, with its vestigial departmental
continuance as "The International LANGUAGE Concept"
occurring in Eco-logos in 1971—with this heading in turn, of
course, soon being somewhat altered in terms of (Internation
al) and much later, quite recently in fact, being considerably

Continued on page 12

Readers write:

Amsterdam, Netherlands

This is in answer to Russell's letter in
Eco-logos no. 90. Some regional differ
ences in word-formation in Esperanto
actually exist, but they do not hamper
understanding.

He misses completely the point of my
article and draws the border line between
lexicon and grammar at the wrong place.
The lexicon of a language is the list of its
indispensable basic units; the grammar
of a language is the set of rules for their

combination to higher units, either roots
and affixes to compounds and derivatives
[word-formation morphology), or word-
stems and inflectional morphemes to
inflected forms (inflectional morphology)
or words to sentences (syntax). In details
there may be disagreement about what
should be handled by lexicon and what by
grammar, since polymorphemic words
may be so idiomatic in meaning that they
still must be adopted into the lexicon, but
in any language the most productive
word-formation patterns belong to the
grammar. That German Weltcorresponds
to French monde and German Frieden to

French paix, is a difference between the
lexica of German and French; that it is

possible in German to compound Welt
and Frieden to Weltfneden, but not
possible in French to compound monde
and paix to mondepaix, points to a
difference in the grammars of German
and French, since in German in the same
way virtually every pair of nouns can be
compounded.

Russell is right, that Esperanto by its
productive word-formation has (potenti
ally) many words, but not in inferring from
this, that it is difficult to learn, since these
compounds need not be memorized as
such, but are analysed into their constitu
ents.

W.A. Verloren van Themaat
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On a foundational triad

Continued from page 11

modified with respect to 'One-World' implications. "The
NEIGHBORHOOD Concept" came lately into departmen
tal being with issue No. 87 of Eco-logos (for the first quarter,
1978), and it was only in the immediately preceding issue
(No. 91, for the first quarter of 1979)that it, too, acquired the
affirming 'One-World' designation.

But also, I next considered positioning "The BIOPHILIST
Concept" rubric at the bottom of the columnar stack, thus to
represent this plinth as being of prime foundational
significance with regard to the other two. However, I rather
soon discarded this notion, thinking it could appear to some
that the 'Biophilist' heading was being 'put upon' or, at the
very least, was being upstaged or overshadowed by the two
others. Consequently, I decided to arrange them according
to my original conception, and as they presently are shown
on page one. Furthermore, as I look upon them now anew, I
do believe there are superior 'value' connotations to be
descried in "The BIOPHILIST Concept" appearing as it
does at the top of the columnar order!

Perhaps, however, I should suggest that these be looked
upon as subsuming, rather than as 'superior' value connota
tions. By this I mean that the plinth of "The BIOPHILIST
Concept" may be regarded, in such apparent top-and-overall

International-language pioneers
Continued from page 1

world congresses in non-European countries. Such meetings
were held in Washington (1910), San Francisco (1915),
Tokyo (1965) and Portland, Oregon (1972). The 1967
congress was scheduled to take place in Tel Aviv, but
because of the sudden outbreak of hostilities in the Near
East, it was transferred to Rotterdam. The next extra-
European congress will be held in Brazil in 1981.

One of the most striking phenomena of the Esperanto
movement is the rapidity with which it spread during the
first years after Dr. Esperanto, the pen name of Dr. Ludwig
Lazarus Zamenhof, published his first modest textbook. The
original Russian edition was followed immediately by
translations in Polish, German and French. After these
came versions in other languages, and the booklets soon
found their way to all corners of the world.

Another factor which led to the widespread diffusion of
Esperanto was the emigration of European Esperantists. In
the latter part of the 19th century several waves of
immigration from Europe reached the shores of North and
South America. Among the new arrivals were men who had
been pioneers in the international language movement in
their native lands. Once again, these early Esperantists
played the same role in their newly adopted countries.

Esperanto in America

Generally, the early history of the Esperanto movement
on the American continent is poorly documented. To the
best of my knowledge, no comprehensive history exists
which gives an overview of the introduction of Esperanto
into the New World. Information must therefore be sought
in diverse and obscure sources ofvarying reliability. On the
basis of material available to me, I have been able to piece
together part of the early history of Esperanto in the
Americas, but there are still many lacunae which hopefully

substructural position, not merely as foundationallv
arching those below, but also as functionally embrac '̂e,^
suffusing, and sustaining them with the essential zest's
Biophilism and thedynamizing afflatus ofbiophilous esvrlrt

Furthermore, I consider it is appropriate to afB
redintegratively, here, that—throughout from the ve?v
beginning—it is this biophilous esprit that has inspired tod
sustained the original conception andongoing development
ofthe Ragsdale/Tattersall subjective/objective dialogic/di«.'
lectically reciprocative interrelationship, colloquial aspect*
ofwhich have been, andwill continue tobe, much noted and
recounted inthepages ofthis publication initsvarious guiset-
under differing titles. It isby way ofthis dialogic/dialectical
instrumentality, moreover, that numerous other such
colloquially-initiated and continuing conceptions and formu
lations as those disclosed in the series ofessays on "the way
toward 'counter-entropic levitation' through means of the
Yin/Yang symbol, essentially tobetaken as 'holistic' focusing
device" were, in these pages, implemented and developed.
Also formulated through this means were such concepts as
those of'oppositively-gen'erated synergism' and 'self-recog-
nitive symbiosis'.

And it is by continuing use ofsuch means, Tattersall, that
we shall, in the next several issues, apply "The BIOPHILIST
Concept" in 'One-World' affirming ways totheintertwining
themes ofPerson/Planet and Holography withregardgiven,
in addition, to successive installments of Ecology, growth
and law as further dialectical factors twined into the weft! •

will be filled with facts in the future. The scanty data
substantiate the fact that Esperanto was propagated, on the
one hand, by the distribution ofpublications in and about the
new. language and, on the other hand, by the personal
activities of enthusiasts who taught the language, founded
local groups and national organizations and published
periodicals. These individuals are remarkable because of
their varied social and occupational backgrounds, their
motives for becoming Esperantists and their working
methods. The early advocates of Esperanto thus form a very
heterogeneous group as their multifaceted activities show.

An intriguing question is: who was the first Esperantist in
America? Areview of the history ofEsperanto movements in
the countries of North, Central and South America discloses
that in most lands organized groups came into being during
the early years of the 20th century. Canadian Esperantists
became active on the local level as early as 1901. At approxi
mately the same time further south in Latin America, local
and national Esperanto organizations and periodicals were
being founded by inspired idealists in Argentina, Bolivia,
Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Guatemala,
Mexico, Peru and Venzuela.

In the United States the seeds of the organized Esperanto
movement were planted in 1904 at the St. Louis World's
Fair, where John Fogg Twombly, with the help of European
Esperanto groups, set up a stand to inform the public about
the new international language. In the following year the
first local club was founded in Boston with Twombly as
president. I wonder whether the members knew that
residing in Cambridge, a stone's throw from their city, was
one of the first followers of Dr. Zamenhof . . . but that is
getting ahead of our story.

Having mentioned Cambridge, it is also worth noting that
perhaps the first European Esperantist to come to America
for the purpose ofawakening interest in Esperanto from the
lecture platform was the famous German chemist and Nobel
prize-winner, Wilhelm Ostwald, former professor at the
University of Leipzig. He spent the academic year 1905-
1906at Harvard University as a visiting professor, and at the
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